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 TRACK LAYOUT AND CONSTRUCTION
"The total weight of an order shall not vary more than 0.5 per cent,
from that specified.
" Payment shall be based on actual weights.
"Bails on the hotbeds shall be protected from water or snow, and
shall be carefully manipulated to minimize cold straightening.
"The distance between the rail supports in the cold straightening proc-
ess shall not be less than 42 in. except as may be necessary near the ends
of the rails. The gag shall have rounded corners to avoid injury to the
rails.
"Circular holes for joint bolts, bonds, and tie rods shall be drilled to
conform to the drawings and dimensions furnished by the purchaser.
"In Class A rails the tie rod holes may be punched.
"The ends shall be milled square laterally and vertically, but the base
may be undercut >|2 in-
"Rails shall be smooth on the head, straight in line and surface without
any twists, waves, or kinks, particular attention being given to having
the ends without kinks or drop.
"All burrs or flow caused by drilling or sawing shall be carefully
removed.
"Rails shall be free from gag marks and other injurious defects of
cold straightening."
The composition of the third or conducting rail may be such
as to result in a much softer and lower resistance rail. Arm-
strong gives the following analysis for such rails.
table XXXI.1—analysis for third rails
Carbon not to exceed	 0.12 per cent.
Manganese not to exceed	  0.40 per cent.
Sulphur not to exceed	 0.05 per cent.
Phosphorus not to exceed.	0.10 per cent.
The use of manganese steel for the centers of special work and
even for complete frogs, switches and curves has been recently
given a great deal of attention because of its long life. While it
seems to be the consensus of opinion among railway operators
that the latter uses of manganese steel are advisable only in
extreme cases of heavy wear, the adoption of replaceable frog
and switch points of this material is very heartily sanctioned.
Rails of Steel Alloys.—It may have been inferred already from
the chemical specifications set forth in Table XXIX that the
amounts of various chemicals present in steel rails greatly change
the physical properties and life of the latter. Carbon, of course,
increases hardness at the expense of ductility while phosphorus
lBlectric Traction, by A. H. Armstrong.

